
Bravia mobil – Life is a journey. Enjoy the ride.



We are a family company with 30 years of tradition building high-quality furniture. Our goal has always been top quality, and we 

continue that in the durability of our products and the excellent furnishings of Bravia camper vans. We use topnotch materials 

including solid wood detailing and all devices are from well-known European manufacturers like Truma, Dometic and Thetford. 

Thus all the elements and furniture in our camper vans are reliable, practical, damage-resistant and perfectly stylish; we are sure 

that you will own our camper van for a very long time. 

Travel makes one modest. 
You see what a tiny place you  occupy in the world.  

Gustave Flaubert 



Bravia camper vans are designed to offer all the necessary comforts in your travels, whether 

a trip to chilly mountains or a trip to the warm Mediterranean beaches. They are built on the 

chassis of a Peugeot Traveller, a Peugeot Boxer or a Mercedes Benz Sprinter.    

The models we offer are:  

- Swan 495

- Swan 599

- Swan 599 Edition 30

- Swan 599 Trend

- Swan 636

- Swan 699

 

Customers can also choose from a wide variety of optional extras: awning, SAT, TV, solar panels, 

air conditioning, bike carrier, navigational system, additional sound system ...



SWAN 599
Trend



599 TREND

Opportunities are like sunrises – if 
you don’t wake up on time, you miss 
them. To make your travels carefree 
and enable you to search for new 
opportunities as well as paths to 
places you haven’t seen before, we 
created the 599 Trend model. With it 
we wanted to come closer to young 
travellers and contemporary interior 
design trends. It is distinguished by all 
the characteristics of our motorhomes, 
since we have preserved the highest 
quality of interior appliances and 
equipment, while the lines have been 
simplified and the space lightened up 
with the selection of materials in light, 
bright colours. 
May your days shine by catching 
sunrises and the 599 Trend!





SWAN 599
Edition 30

LIVING ROOM 

When designing the living space we 
aimed to replicate the comfort of your 
home’s living room but at the same 
time have a flexible, multi-purpose 
space. There is upholstered seating and 
a movable table that can be adjusted 
for various purposes. Our four-person 
dining table is made possible by two 
swiveling front seats. The upholstered 
bench can be made into an additional 
bed.  

optional



highly advanced seat 
cushioning with selected 
resistant fabrics

rounded furniture fronts 
with melamine surfaces, 
scratch and impact resistant

exposed hard wood curves, 
in the colour of the decor

Corian bathroom 
washbasin and shelves

anatomically designed and 
comfortable driver and 
passenger seats

dimming of the cabin areaupholstery in high-quality 
imitation leather

the possibility to install an air-
conditioning unit in the sleeping 
area, instead of a skylight

highly advanced seat 
cushioning with selected 
resistant fabrics



SWAN 636

KITCHEN  

The kitchen area is located next to the 
side doors and is accessible from all 
sides. The vertical sliding window allows 
you to serve food directly from the 
camper van. The kitchen includes two 
gas burners, kitchen sink with running 
water, refrigerator and workspace 
for food preparation. Built-in are 
quality appliances from well-known 
manufacturer (Dometic Smev). There is 
a lot of space under the kitchen block 
and above the cooking area for kitchen 
utensils and food.

highly advanced seat 
cushioning with selected 
resistant fabrics

heating with a TRUMA CP+

a fresh water tank under the 
bench seat (105 l)

a waste water tank 
underneath the vehicle (95 l)

additional ambient lightthe possibility to stack or 
lengthen table surfaces



SWAN 599

SWAN 636

SWAN 699A

B

BATHROOM   

Even though it is a small space the 
bathroom includes everything for your 
personal hygiene. The shower area is 
combined with a swiveling Thetford 
toilet. Above the sink is plenty of space 
to store your personal items.  
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NIGHT

DAY

NIGHT

DAY

NIGHT



SWAN 599

SWAN 636

SWAN 699

SLEEPING AREA  

SWAN 599 is a travelling unit which 
measures a little more than 10m2 and 
offers all the comforts of home: kitchen, 
bathroom with shower and toilet, living 
room, bedroom and plenty of space for your 
luggage and sports equipment. 
The spacious sleeping area includes a built-
in double bed (1940x1400 mm) which is 
the ideal place for resting, reading a book, 
browsing the internet or watching television 
on rainy days. Under the roomy storage area 
accessible from inside and outside with a 
removable wooden partition.  

With a practical layout of the space, our 
SWAN camper vans are suitable for two, 
three or four member families. 

SWAN 636 
Nighttime is an important part of the day. If 
you want even more sleeping comfort, the 
Swan 636 is for you. The front part of the 
vehicle is the same as the Swan 599 model, 
but the rear section has been designed to 
be able to have two separate beds or one 
double bed.  



a moveable kitchen unit a pop-up roof – sleeping 
facilities for 2

7 seatsa bench seat/bed



SWAN 495

YOUR LIFE, YOUR SWAN 495!

We have taken complete advantage of 
the benefits that the Peugeot Traveller 
offers. This nimble little vehicle is 
suitable for everyday use, seats up to 
7, while at the weekends it can change 
into a motorhome for 4 people. It 
offers sleeping facilities for 4: 2 in the 
living area on the bench seat, which 
changes into a comfortable bed, as well 
as 2 in the pop-up roof (SCA). It can 
easily navigate the narrowest parts of 
old town centres in big cities or take 
you to the most secluded nooks in 
the countryside. Its height at 1.99m 
allows you access into any multi-storey 
carpark.    
The modular design of the vehicle 
makes it possible to use a kitchen unit 
in the interior of the vehicle: two gas 
burners, a sink and a 16 l refrigerator. 
If you wish, you can move the entire 
kitchen unit out of the vehicle and cook 
out-of-doors.
LED lighting along with a dimming 
function and additional heating via a 
Webasto heating system provide for a 
homely atmosphere. 
The vehicle is on offer with a manual 
(120HP or 150HP) or automatic gearbox 
(180HP) and offers the comfort of a 
passenger car with all modern options.





SWAN 599
Trend

Better to see something once than 
hear about it a thousand times.



SWAN 599 EDITION 30 

There are miles and miles ahead of you 
that you won’t stop in.  

Sometimes your route is easy and 
full of beauty, sometimes it’s fast and 
exciting, sometimes you have to decide 
which direction to go at a crossroads.  
Sometimes you will choose a bold 
path. When you do, you will experience 
something the average traveler only 
dreams about.  

Your constant companion on the road 
will be our Swan 599 edition 30 – for 
the ones who dare! We are celebrating 
more than 30 years of success with this 
camper van.  







SWAN 699  

The Mercedes Benz Sprinter is the 
most prestigious model of Bravia 
camper vans. We designed it with our 
most demanding customers in mind, 
to enable you to have an even higher 
standard of comfort and reliability on 
your travels.  
If you travel alone or with others and 
offer hospitality to friends along the 
way, we offer another table in the rear 
section where you can invite up to six 
people. The model without a table has a 
similar floor plan as the Swan 636.  
If the journey is as important to you 
as the destination, you will be very 
satisfied with our Mercedes Benz 
Sprinter model.  

Man cannot discover new oceans 
unless he has the courage to lose sight of the shore.   

Andre Gide



Volcano Red

Ruby Red

SWAN 599, 599 E30, TREND SWAN 636

Bianca White Dragoon Blue Clipper Blue Horizon Yellow

Azzuro Blue Aluminium Graphite Grey Golden White

UNIKLEUR

METALLIC

                               

            L3H2                                  L4H2               

Basic vehicle 

PEUGEOT BOXER       2.2 HDI           2.2 HDI              2.2 HDI   2.2 HDI          2.2 HDI              
                        88kW/120HP     103kW/140HP    121kW/165HP                    103kW/140HP    121kW/165HP       

dimensions (mm) length     5.998           5.998                5.998      6.363            6.363               

 total height         2.590           2.590                2.590      2.590            2.590               

 total width                               2.050           2.050                2.050      2.050            2.050               

 wheel base     4.035           4.035                4.035      4.035            4.035               

 interior height    1.890           1.890                1.890       1.890            1.890               

weight (kg) vehicle weight    2.810           2.830                2.830       2.940            2.940               

 maximum vehicle weight                     3300 / 3500           3300 / 3500       3300 / 3500       3.500            3.500               

 weight of trailer with brake   2.500           2.500                2.500       3.000            3.000               

 weight of trailer without brake     750             750                  750                750              750               

driven wheels       front            front                 front        front             front               

gears 6+1          •               •                             •                     •                             •               

tyre size 215/70 R15                   •               •                             •                  

 225/70 R15                        

 215/75 R16                                         •                             •               

fuel tank (l)         90             90                   90                     90               90               

number of passengers          4               4                    4                      4                4               

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT       SWAN 599           SWAN 636                

            L3H2                          L4H2              

number of beds              2+1                                   2+2               

bed size (cm) rear         196/140                               191/80              

                                      182/80              

 front         180/90                               180/90              

appliances and devices electric installation 12V / 220V             •            •              

 battery 12V / 70Ah              •            •              

 gas installation propane/butane - 2 bottles (2x11kg)            •            •              

 refrigerator (220V / 12V),   * 85 l  /  *** 5l            •            •              

 combined air / water heater: Truma Combi 4                                    •            •              

 capacity of water heater 10l                        •            •              

 gas cooker: 2 burners                         •            •              

 cassette toilet: Thetford                                                   •            •              

fresh water tank              105 l                                 105 l              

waste water tank               94 l                                   94 l               

COLOUR PALLETE / PEUGEOT BOXER



SWAN 699

UNIKLEUR

METALLIC

Jupiter Red Steel Blue Blue Gray Deep Black Arctic White

Cavansit Blue Tenorite Gray Selenite Grey Obsidian Black Iridium Silver

                           

              

Basic vehicle 

MERCEDES SPRINTER    314 CDI  316 CDI  319CDI      
                       105kW/143PS                      120kW/163PS                    140kW/190PS      

dimensions (mm) length      6.967    6.967    6.967      

 total height       2.616    2.616    2.616      

 total width        2.020    2.020    2.020      

 wheel base      4.325    4.325    4.325      

 interior height    1.900    1.900    1.900      

weight (kg) vehicle weight    3.020    3.040    3.130      

 maximum vehicle weight      3.500    3.500    3.500            

driven wheels        rear      rear      rear      

gears 6+1     • /auto    • /auto    • /auto      

tyre size 235/65 R16          •         •         •   

235/60 R17                •         •         • 

fuel tank (l)        75       75       75      

number of passengers          4        4        4      

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT                                           SWAN 699     

         

              

number of beds               2+2        

bed size (cm) rear     200/1760        

 front        170/90        

appliances and devices electric installation 12V / 220V                •        

 battery AGM 12V / 70Ah                        •        

 gas installation propane/butane - 2 bottles (2x6kg)               •        

 refrigerator (220V / 12V),   * 85 l  /  *** 5l         •        

 combined air / water heater: Truma Combi 4         •        

 capacity of water heater 10l          •        

 gas cooker: 2 burners           •        

 cassette toilet: Thetford                  •        

fresh water tank          85 l        

waste water tank          80 l        

He who would travel happily 
must travel light. 

Antoine de St. Exupery

COLOUR PALLETE / MERCEDES SPRINTER



SWAN 495

Bianca White

Aluminium

Dragoon Blue

Nimbus Gray

Black

Platinum Gray Amber Red Rich Oak

UNIKLEUR

METALLIC

                           

              

Basic vehicle 

PEUGEOT TRAVELLER L2    EURO 6.2  EURO 6.2  EURO 6.2      
                       88kW/120HP/1.5                 110kW/150HP/2.0                130kW/176HP/2.0      

dimensions (mm) length      4.956    4.956    4.956      

 total height       1.990    1.990    1.990      

 total width        1.920    1.920    1.920      

 wheel base      2.925    2.925    2.925      

 interior height    1.340    1.340    1.340            

 maximum vehicle weight                     2680 - 2830                      2740 - 3100                       2770 - 3000            

driven wheels       front     front     front      

gearbox                           6 - manual                        6 - manual                      8 - automatic      

tyre size 215/60 R17           •         •         •   

225/55 R17                 •         •         • 

fuel tank (l)        70       70       70      

number of passengers        4-7      4-7      4-7      

INTERIOR EQUIPMENT                                           SWAN 495     

         

              

number of beds                 4        

bed size (cm) pop-up roof     100/195        

 sleeping bench      100/190        

appliances and devices electric installation 12V / 220V                •        

 battery 12V / 95Ah                        •        

 gas installation propane/butane - 1 bottle               •        

 refrigerator (12V / 220V), 16l          •        

 gas cooker: 2 burners           •     

fresh water tank       10 l, 25 l        

waste water tank          10 l        

COLOUR PALLETE / PEUGEOT TRAVELLER L2



Take only memories, 
leave only footprints. 

Chief Seattle



Bravia mobil d.o.o.
Vavta vas 36
8351 Straža
Slovenia

Tel.: +386 7 30 84 801
Fax.: +386 7 30 84 108
info@bravia-mobil.com
www.bravia-mobil.com

www.bravia-home.com
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Images may show alternative designs or special equipment at additional cost. 
Technical changes and printing errors may occur.


